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The Hot Dog

Mom had a hot dog .

She left the hot dog on a shelf in the den .

The hot dog sent up a smell .

The smell drifted and drifted .

The cat bandit sat on the deck, wishing 
he had a snack .

Then the hot dog smell hit him .

Such a smell!

Sniff, sniff, sniff!
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The cat bandit ran in the den .

He spotted the hot dog up on the shelf .

He got up on a bench .

Then he sprang up on the TV set .

Then, with a big jump, he sprang up and 
landed on the shelf .

Then—munch, munch, munch—the cat 
bandit had himself a picnic lunch .
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The Chicken Nugget

Hank set his dish in the sink .

He left a big chicken nugget on the dish .

The nugget was still hot .

The smell of chicken drifted up from the 
sink .

It drifted into the den .

The cat bandit was napping in the den .

But he was sniffing as he slept .

Sniff, sniff, sniff!
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The cat bandit sprang up .

He ran in and spotted the nugget in the 
sink .

He sat a bit, thinking up a plan .

Then he went to the closet and got a 
bunch of boxes .

He set up a box .

Then he set a big box next to that box .

Then he set the biggest box next to the 
sink .

The cat bandit set off running .

He ran up the boxes, hopping from box 
to box .

Then—munch, munch, munch—that 
was the end of the chicken nugget .
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The Snack Mix

Beth left a basket of snack mix on a shelf .

The cat bandit spotted the snack mix .

He felt he had to get it .

But how?

He sat thinking .

Then he got up and ran off to the deck .
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The cat bandit got the grilling tongs Dad 
kept next to the gas grill .

He set the tongs up on the rug .

Then he went and got a bunch of rocks .

He set the rocks on the rug .

He got a rock and set it down on the top 
tong .

He set his leg on the top tong to press it 
down .

Then he let the tong spring up .

Swish! The rock went zipping off .

Bing! The rock hit the shelf .

But it did not hit the basket with the 
snack mix .
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The bandit set a rock on the tongs and 
shot it .

Swish, bing!

Swish, bing!

Swish, bing!

The bandit shot six rocks .

But the rocks did not hit the basket of 
snack mix .

At last—swish, smack!

The seventh rock hit the basket .

The basket fell down .

It landed on the rug .

The rug was dotted with snack mix .

Then—chomp, chomp, chomp—that was 
the end of the snack mix .
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The Ham

Mom left a pink ham sitting in a big 
black pan .

The cat bandit was resting on a quilt 
when he got a whiff of the ham .

What was that smell?

It was ham!

Where was the ham?

The cat bandit set off, sniffing as he went . 

He went on sniffing until he spotted the 
ham .

But the ham was up on top .

How was he to get it down?

That was the problem .
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The cat bandit ran to the closet and got a 
belt .

Then he ran to the shed and got a strong 
magnet .

He stuck the magnet on the end of the 
belt .

The magnet stuck to the belt .

Then the cat bandit swung the belt .

Clang! The magnet on the end of the belt 
hit the pan .

It stuck to the pan .
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In a flash, the cat bandit was tugging on 
the belt .

Tug, tug, tug!

Yank, yank, yank!

At last, the pan slid off .

It fell down and landed with a clang .

Then—munch, munch, munch—that 
was the end of the ham .
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The Fish

Once Mom hung a fish up on a string .

The cat bandit was scratching himself 
when he got a whiff of the fish .

Quick as a flash he ran into the kitchen .

The bandit spotted the fish hanging on 
the string .

He sat down to think up a plan to get the 
fish .
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The cat bandit ran and got Mom’s glasses .

He set the glasses on a bench that was in 
the sun .

The sun shone on the two lenses of the 
glasses .

The lenses glinted in the sun .

The bandit slid the glasses a bit to the 
left .

He slid the glasses until one of the lenses 
sent hot sun flashing onto the string .

Then he sat .
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The sun from the glasses shone on the 
string .

The string got hot .

The wax on the string melted .

Then, rip!

The fish fell .

Then—munch, munch, munch—that 
was the end of the fish .
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The Milk

Once Beth left a glass of milk on the 
deck .

The cat bandit spotted it .

It was up where he could not get it .

The bandit was sad .

But then he spotted a string that ran from 
the shed to the deck .

Mom had hung wet socks, wet pants, and 
a wet jacket on the string .

The bandit grinned .
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The cat bandit went and got Dad’s belt .

Then he got up on top of the shed .

He swung the belt on top of the string . 

Then he held on to the belt and jumped 
off the shed .

Whiz!

The bandit went zipping off on the string .

Pop, pop, pop!

He knocked the socks off the string .

Pop, pop, pop!

He knocked the pants off the string .

Thwack!

He knocked the jacket off the string .
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At last the bandit went zipping past the 
milk .

As he went past, he kicked the cup with 
his leg .

The cup fell on the deck with a crash .

The bandit landed on the deck .

Then—lap, lap, lap—that was the end of 
the milk .
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The Chips

Once Mom left a big bag of chips on the 
top shelf in the kitchen .

“The cat will not get them up there,” she 
said .

But it was not long until the cat bandit 
was up to his tricks .

He got a log, a plank, and a big rock .

He set the rock on the bench .

He set the log on the rug next to the 
bench .

He set the plank on top of the log .
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Then the bandit sat on one end of the 
plank .

He slid the rock off the bench .

The rock fell and landed on one end of 
the plank .

Smack!

The end of the plank where the rock fell 
went down fast .

But the end of the plank the cat bandit 
was sitting on popped up, and the cat bandit 
popped up with it .

Whiz!

The cat bandit went zipping up .
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The cat bandit did a flip and landed on 
top of the shelf .

Slash! The bandit cut a big gash in the 
bag .

Then—crunch, crunch, crunch—that 
was the end of the chips .
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The Catfish

Dad went fishing and got a big catfish .

He left the catfish in a bucket .

Then he locked the bucket in the shed .

“There!” he said as he clicked the lock 
shut .

“This lock will stop the cat!”
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The tempting smell of fish drifted in the 
wind .

The cat bandit sensed that there was a fish 
in the shed .

He went to visit .

The shed was locked up .

But that did not stop him!

He went and got a belt .

He hitched the end of the belt to the lock 
and tugged on it .

But the lock held and the shed just sat 
there .
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The cat bandit went and got a dog .

The cat and the dog tugged on the belt .

But still the shed just sat there .
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The cat bandit went and got a pig .

The cat, the dog, and the pig tugged on 
the belt .

That did it .

The shed tilted to the left .
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Wham! The shed fell with a crash .

Then—munch, munch, munch—that 
was the end of the catfish .



About this Book

This book has been created for use by students learning to read with the Core 
Knowledge Reading Program. Readability levels are suitable for early readers. The book 
has also been carefully leveled in terms of its “code load,” or the number of spellings 
used in the stories. 

The English writing system is complex. It uses more than 200 spellings to stand for 
40-odd sounds. Many sounds can be spelled several different ways, and many spellings 
can be pronounced several different ways. This book has been designed to make early 
reading experiences simpler and more productive by using a subset of the available 
spellings. It uses only spellings students have been taught to sound out as part of their 
phonics lessons, plus a handful of Tricky Words, which have also been deliberately 
introduced in the lessons. This means the stories will be 100% decodable if they are 
assigned at the proper time.

As the students move through the program, they learn new spellings and the “code 
load” in the decodable Readers increases gradually. The code load graphic on this page 
indicates the number of spellings students are expected to know in order to read the 
first story of the book and the number of spellings students are expected to know in 
order to read the final stories in the book. The columns on the opposite page list the 
specific spellings and Tricky Words students are expected to recognize at the beginning 
of this Reader. The bullets at the bottom of the opposite page identify spellings, 
Tricky Words, and other topics that are introduced gradually in the unit this Reader 
accompanies. 

Visit us on the web at www.coreknowledge.org.

Code Knowledge assumed at the beginning of this Reader:

Note: The listing below of assumed code knowledge lists the vowel and consonant sounds and 
spellings, Tricky Words, and other language conventions that are reviewed in Lessons 1–10 of this 
unit before students begin reading the first story in this Reader.

VOWEL SOUNDS  
AND SPELLINGS:

CONSONANT SOUNDS AND 
SPELLINGS:

/i/ as in sit

/e/ as in bed

/a/ as in hat

/u/ as in but

/o/ as in hot

/p/ as in pot, pepper

/b/ as in bat,rubbing

/t/ as in top, mitt

/d/ as in dog, sledding

/k/  as in cat, kid, soccer, 
back

/g/ as in get, bigger

/ch/ as in chop

/j/ as in jet

/f/ as in fat, sniff

/v/ as in vet

/s/ as in sit, miss

/z/ as in zip, buzz

/th/ as in thin

/th/ as in them

/m/  as in man, swimming

/n/ as in not, banner 

/ng/ as in song

/h/ as in hot

/w/ as in wet

/l/ as in lip, fill

/r/ as in red, ferret

/y/ as in yes

/sh/ as in ship

/x/ as in tax

OTHER:

• Two-syllable words with 
short vowels

Code Knowledge added gradually in the unit for this Reader: 
Note: The code knowledge and Tricky Words listed below as being added gradually in this unit 
for this Reader have already been taught in Grade 1 CKLA. However, the specific code knowledge 
and Tricky Words noted are re-introduced and reviewed in the following stories, as well as in other 
instructional activities in this unit. 

• Beginning with “The Hot Dog”: double-letter spellings for consonant sounds, such as /k/ as 
in clock, /l/ as in shell, /f/ as in off, etc.;  Tricky Words he, she, the, a

• Beginning with “The Chicken Nugget”: double-letter spellings for consonant sounds, such as 
/p/ as in napping, /n/ as in running, /t/ as in spotted, etc.;  Tricky Words was, of, from, to

• Beginning with “The Snack Mix”: Tricky Words down, how

• Beginning with “The Ham”: /qu/ as in quilt; Tricky Words what, where

• Beginning with “The Fish”: /w/ as in whiff, /ch/ as in scratch; Tricky Words once, one, two

• Beginning with “The Milk”: /n/ as knock, Tricky Word could

• Beginning with “The Chips”: Tricky Words there, said
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